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MCCI
WHITEPAPER V 1.0

Welcome to the official documentation for MCCI
coin, a decentralized public blockchain powering
the innovation of money. These docs outline the
new MCCI coin, and will be updated regularly.

https://www.mccicoin.com



About us
MCCI is a unique DEX and trading platform, a
complete Binance Smart Chain and operating
aimed at shortening the gap between humans

and
the cryptocurrency market and boost up the
trading experience. We hope to combine the
advantages of Non-fungible token (NFT) and
decentralized finance (DeFi) to bring liquidity
mining (tokens and NFT) to its game project

economy, including play to earn. To
become its DEX and trading platform. The

the platform will provide all the advantages of
decentralized money, Time to bring the traditional

centralized financial experience and equipment
onboard. Our vision is to create the most

decentralized and community-driven platform
and this token will be used for Muslim

Community. https://www.mccicoin.com



Team

Businessman and economist
based in UAE and running more

then 20 successfull business
around the  world.

Islam Inamdar

Founder

Worked with JP
morgan chase and
Bank of America.

Salman Ahmed

Chief Technology
Officer

Faisal SHAIKH 
 

Marketing operations
Head

https://www.mccicoin.com

Expert in multiple
blockchain marketing

projects.



Market Overview

$ 10 million 
Target to Lock to 

 liquidity  

$1 million
reserved for

marketing etc. 

$100k
Total market cap of

more then 10 million 

https://www.mccicoin.com



Roadmap

Q3
Team buliding
Market
Research
Social media
building
Brand Survey

Q4
Brand Awareness
& Marketing
Token
development
and deployment
on pancakeswap
Website
development
Token for sell

Community
Development
On-Chain Voting
Implementation
Launch on biggest defi
exchanges
DeFi Roadmap

Q1-2023

https://www.mccicoin.com



Benefits for our community

Help & support 

Financial Profits

Events & more 

https://www.mccicoin.com



TOKENOMICS
TOKEN-  MCCI

Total Supply 4,000,000,000

Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

https://www.mccicoin.com
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TOKENOMICS
1. Liquidity: 800,000,000 (20% of total allocation) Liquidity is 40% of the total tokens. In

order to allow more project supporters to obtain relatively fair project participation
opportunities, abundant liquidity will be created.

2. Airdrop: 800,000,000 (20% of total allocation) Seed Investors will have 20% of their
allocation released at the launch. 80% of their token allocation will have a 15 months

lock-up period and then their tokens will vest linearly within 15 months
3. Seed Round:800,000,000 (20% of total allocation) 800,000,000 MCCI
tokens are reserved on the Airdrop as a step. Participants registered in

the whitelist lottery and took part in the exclusive.

https://www.mccicoin.com
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TOKENOMICS
4. Marketing & Operations: 400,000,000 (10% of total allocation) For the continued

development and growth of the project, all tokens of the market & operation will be used
for project promotion, industry cooperation, and media promotion.

5. Advisors: 200,000,000 (5% of total allocation) Project Advisors will have 20% of their
allocation released at launch. 80% of their token allocation will have a 15 monthly lock

up period and then their tokens will vest linearly within 15 months.
6. Founding Team: 1,000,000,000 (25% of total allocation) The development team's

income should be closely linked to the development of the project, and the team's work
ability will be reflected in the value of the token, so the team's tokens will be 100%
locked at launch with a 15-month lock-up period and then their tokens will invest

linearly within 15 months.

https://www.mccicoin.com
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Thank You
Contact us

https://www.mccicoin.com
hello@mccicoin.com

https://www.facebook.com/mccicoin

https://www.twtter.com/mccicoin

https://www.instagram.com/mccicoin

https://www.mccicoin.com

Muslim Chamber of Commerce and Industry

@circuitkiller

https://www.t.me/mccicoin

https://www.mccicoin.com/

